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"Shrewd literary detectives, Jon Wise and Mike Hill have dedicated many years to
hunting down the lost publications of Graham Greene. This third volume of their
bibliography, featuring the recovery of many works and presenting a series of essays on
the writing life of this author, brings to a magnificent conclusion a series for which
authors and readers can be immensely grateful." Richard Greene, Professor of
English, University of Toronto, Canada
"An essential guide for anyone who wants to take Greene more seriously than as an
entertainer." Motonori Sato, Professor of English, Keio University, Japan
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Over a 60-year career, Graham Greene was a prolific and widely read writer. Completing a series of volumes which constitutes the
only full bibliographical guide to Greene's published and unpublished writings, this book features updated listings of the scholarship
associated with his work, details of recent audio and visual presentations and adaptations, as well as nine essays on lesser-known
aspects of Greene's work.
Featuring new material from the recently expanded Graham Greene archive which will be of particular interest and relevance to Greene
scholars, it also covers contents of other archives in the UK and elsewhere in a series of mini-essays.
Jon Wise writes books and articles both about Graham Greene and on naval history. He has co-authored two books on Greene: The
Works of Graham Greene: A Reader’s Bibliography & Guide (Continuum, 2012) and The Works of Graham Greene Volume 2: A
Guide to the Graham Greene Archives (Bloomsbury, 2015). He is website manager of the Graham Greene Birthplace Trust
website www.grahamgreenebt.org.
Mike Hill is a retired teacher. He edits A Sort of Newsletter, the magazine of The Graham Greene Birthplace Trust. He directed the
2021 Greene International Festival in Berkhamsted, his sixth in charge. The 2011 volume Dangerous Edges of Graham Greene
included his essay ‘Greene and Hitchcock’. He coauthored with Jon Wise the abovementioned books on Greene.
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